Atlas –Home of the
ResponsibleVan Operator

Stripes

Earning the
Atlas Agent Distinction

Don’t worry...
your possessions are in good hands.
t Atlas, we’re serious about ensuring the safety of your goods and
seeing that you are treated with the professionalism you deserve.
Atlas conducts a thorough background check on every van
operator and is the first carrier to require a criminal background
check on new, permanently employed moving team members.
We request background checks on all temporary and part-time
laborers as well (an Atlas Initiative*). This assures that the Atlas
Van Operator and moving crew members you invite into your home and
entrust with your goods are qualified professionals of excellent character.
What’s more, Atlas maintains a computer record of each van operator’s
claims experience and customer satisfaction ratings. We use this information
to regularly assess the performance of our van operators and ensure you receive
the highest quality service.
In addition to background checks, our self-haul policy allows your Atlas Van
Operator to be involved during the entire relocation process, from packing
at origin to unpacking at destination. This continuity of service gives you peace
of mind knowing the professionals who start the job will see it through to
your satisfaction.

A

Your Atlas Van Operator
listens and understands.
Count on your Atlas Van Operator to:
• Listen carefully and follow
through on your requests.
• Show care and considerate
behavior to ease your
apprehension about moving.
• Provide service that exceeds
your expectations.
Atlas Van Operators are selected and
measured by these criteria. Atlas’
quality standards ensure that you
receive one of the most professional
van operators in the business.
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A

Count on the finest help available.

On average, Atlas Van Operators are among the most experienced in the
industry. Every criteria we use to measure their performance is designed to
ensure excellent customer service. Since their livelihoods depend upon how
well they perform, our van operators are highly motivated to continually exceed
your expectations. This helps build a company of superior van operators for
your peace of mind.
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*Atlas is committed to finding new ways to make the best even better – to be safer, faster, and more efficient. We call these “Atlas Initiatives.”
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A big reason our customers return to
Atlas is the personal attention they receive.
When you choose Atlas, you can count
on an experienced van operator who is
responsible, caring, and dedicated to
your total satisfaction.
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